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LOS ANGELES TIMES REINFORCES HOAGLAND-VAN FLANDERN FALLACY 
 
 
SEATTLE, WA (MARS) February 21, 2010 − The Hoagland-van Flandern Fallacy states that Mars is the 
site of artifacts that provide evidence of ancient life on Mars but not of biological life forms that reveal that 
Mars is presently inhabited.  This is the view of Mars that has been advanced by such leading figures in 
Mars anomaly research as journalist Richard Hoagland and the late astronomer Dr. Tom van Flandern.   
 
Every time that the subject of life on Mars is discussed in the mainstream media, the work of Hoagland is 
referenced and The Hoagland-van Flandern Fallacy reinforced.  This is not accidental.  It is official US 
government policy to conceal the fact that Mars has an ecology and civilization, that the US government 
has been teleporting individuals to Mars for decades, and that Mars is the location of secret US bases.   
 
Media management of the meme that Mars is only the harbinger of evidence of ancient life was again 
reinforced in an article published today in the Los Angeles Times.  Ostensibly, the article (excerpted 
below) was about George Noory’s pre-eminence in paranormal radio.  The article, however, also 
reinforced The Hoagland-van Flandern Fallacy that there are ancient ruins but not life forms on Mars.   
 
Highlighted in yellow (below) is the text in the Los Angeles Times article that emphasizes that the Moon 
and Mars are the site of ancient artifacts but makes no mention of the evidence that Mars is inhabited.   
Of historical note is the fact that MARS has been publishing evidence of life forms on Mars since MARS’ 
president Andrew D. Basiago published his landmark paper The Discovery of Life on Mars in 2008. 
 

***** 
 
America’s #1 Late-Night Radio Talk Show Host George Noory Commands an Audience of 3 Million+ 
Listeners into Talk of the Supernatural and Brings It Back to Earth on His Coast-to-Coast AM Show 
 
Heard Nightly, Guests and Callers can Talk about Virtually Anything – Ghosts, Bigfoot, Roswell, Alien 
Abductions, Who Killed JFK – and Not be Mocked as They would be in the Mainstream Media 
 
By David Ferrell, Los Angeles Times, Calendar Section, February 21, 2010 
 
WHATEVER CRITICS might say about George Noory, he earns credit for keeping an open mind.  In fact, 
Noory’s unmatched success on overnight talk radio may be due to his willingness to think the unthinkable 
– such as when NASA gadfly Richard C. Hoagland rails about a government cover-up of ancient 
structures on the Moon, or when a listener calls to report being attacked in bed by a dark, malevolent 
spirit…  
 
Based partly on feedback from 1,500 e-mails a day, Noory has begun giving more air time to 
conspiracies, which run the gamut from age-old speculations about who killed John F. Kennedy to 
Hoagland's claims that NASA is hiding evidence of past civilizations on the Moon and Mars. A contrary 
theory is that man never went to the Moon at all, because radiation beyond the atmosphere would have 
fried anyone in a thin space capsule… 
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